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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LETTER OF SUPPORT
The “Rocket Club” [CMASS] and A.S.A. [Amesbury Soccer Assoc
ation] can co-exist at Woodsom Farm’s over 380+ acreage as we
any other organization that would like to utilize the farm.

Amesbury Soccer Association’s only concern is during our busi
season (Summer). As long as awareness of another access to th
road is made available, even during this busiest time for Amesbu
youth soccer, the Rocket Club and A.S.A can co-exist! Communi
tion is the key — scheduling and dealing with one individual or com
mittee in town will lessen the confusion of our parks andrecreation.

Deb Bideau
President, A.S.A.

P.S.: A comment and feeling by the majority of people who visited
the farm this summer was: “It’s nice to finally see this property utilize
by various groups and activities. This is why we (the people) p
chased this property!”

[This was a note of support written for us by the A.S.A. last Septem
when our continued use of the Woodsom Farm Park field was in do
Their biggest concern was with people driving to quickly past the fa
buildings where their overflow soccer fields are. This is why we’
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T H E  S E N T I N E L
is published more or less whenever we get the chance by the Cen
Massachusetts Spacemodeling Society, NAR Section #464,
Northboro Massachusetts.

Editor Emeritus: C. D. Tavares
Editor, Layout and Production: John R. LoVerso

Article appearing in this newsletter are Copyright ©1998 by th
Sentinel, and may be reproduced or republished by other NAR Se
tions or members, providing that credit is given to the origina
author and to this publication.

Membership in CMASS is open to all area NAR members. Dues ar

$4/year for ages 14 and under;
$6/year for ages 15-17;
$8/year for ages 18 and up.

For others, newsletter subscriptions are $6 for four issues. Che
your mailing label for your expiration. Make checks payable to
C. D. Tavares.

All area modelers who agree to abide by the NAR Safety Codes are
always welcome to sport fly at any of our launches.
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added the new signs reminding you togo slow
along the dirt road. —Ed]

WELL DONE
CMASS – We had a great time at the launch
ing this past Saturday in Amesbury. It wa
very well run —safe— and was a good equa
time show for kids and more serious hobby
ists. We’ll do another one. I put in an extra
check for a job well done.

Kevin & D. Kress

[Thank you, we’ll put that extra amount into
refurbishing club equipment. Also, welcom
to our new member, Kevin, now 8. —Ed]

MACHINE SHOP
Enclosed is a check in the amount of $15, th
same amount that was remitted last year,
order to continue my membership in
CMASS. Thank you!

Jerry Leto, President
GTC Falcon, Inc., Plymouth MA

P.S.: Please note that I own a machine sh
that is at the disposal of any members th
wish to use one. Just call!

[Thank you on both accounts. I’m sure an
members in the area will appreciate the offer
—Ed]

BIG BROTHER
My name is Joe Lombardi. I live in Nashua
N.H. I belong to the Big Brothers/Big Sisters
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ON THE COVER
This picture of Peter Luthi’s Jovian Space
Transport streaking skyward from pad four is
from our September 1997 launch in Ames-
bury. It is just one of the many member-
uploaded launch photos available on our web
server. (Photo by Peter Luthi)

(continued on page 25)
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1998 LAUNCH SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED
BUT…
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AMESBURY?

CMASS ON THE INTERNET
Browsing the Web? http://www.cmass.org:8000/
Visit the club’s home page!

Send us your e-mail address to get: postmaster@cmass.org
get added to the on-line discussion lists.
r the problems with Amesbury
er our use of the field at Woodsom
rm Park last fall, many of us were

doubtful as to what restrictions would be
placed upon us this year when we set out o
1998 launch schedule. We were pleasant
surprised when the Mayor of Amesbury
approved our launch schedule for seve
launches at Woodsom, with a launch ever
three weeks spread from April through Octo
ber. The schedule still had a gap for launche
on May 23 and June 23, when we’d voluntar
ily decided to skip launches in Amesbury in
order to not interferewith the growing of hay
on the field.

That, however, was not the last word.

FIRST TWO LAUNCHES SCRUBBED
In February, the Mayor of Amesbury sent u
a letter stating they were withdrawing per
mission for our April 11 and May 2 launches
because the farmer who harvests hay from t
field indicated that our use of the fieldbefore
the hay starts to grow would have an impac
on the field. We’ve requested that the Mayo
reconsider this, as we’ve launched durin
April in Amesbury for the last five years
without this being a problem. Infact, the
farmer had told us in the past that our use
April would not affect his hay crop. As it
stands now, we are left without a CMASS ru
launch until July.

AMESBURY’S GOLF COURSE
The Mayor of Amesbury also informed us
that they are in new negotiations for th
development of WoodsomFarm Park into a
golf course. We’ve heard this before over th
last few years, but the Mayor seems intent o
seeing this through. He was warning us th
“construction” could start later this year, fur-
ther interrupting our scheduled launche
While the word about town is that an agree
ment might not come tillnextspring, we’ve
got to be prepared to lose access to Woodso
Farm Park.
WHAT CLUB MEMBERS CAN DO
We’ve created a simple list of the three mos
important things we need club members t
accomplish this year:

1. Find an alternate field.
2. Find an alternate field.
3. Find an alternate field.

Given a suitable alternate fieldof any dimen-
sion (it needn’t be as large as Woodsom
although that would be nice), we can resurre
our launches in April and May. Even if we can’
resolve the early spring use of Woodsom wit
Amesbury, an alternate field opens up furthe
launch dates in May and June when Woodso
is in the midst of growing hay. Either way we
have a long term need for a viable alterna
field.

If you know of a field, tell us about it via mail
or email to officers@cmass.org. We will con
tact the land owner to inform them about th
club, with details on insurance and so forth.

Right now the club is actively researching sev
eral member-found alternatives. One memb
even has us considering the possibility of
club-owned field. We’ll keep you posted as
things progress.

USING WOODSOM
Because of CMASS’ continued reputation as
good user of Woodsom that we are still using
today. For now, please continue todrive slowly
down the dirt road. Please do not drive off the
road onto the grass, even if the road looks esp
cially bad. This will avoid any complaints to the
town from the abutter and improve our chance
for continued use of the field. At least, o
course, until it becomes a golf course.
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CLUB NEWS, NATIONAL NEWS, AND GALACTIC RUMORS

ON THE WIND

CMASS T-SHIRTS
We are planning on having new club T-shirts
made for CMASS members, designed around
a full-color CMASS Minuteman logo cover-
ing the front of the shirt. These will look
superb, more so than the shirts we made for
NSL‘95. The shirt stock will be the same as
in the past, using Fruit of the Loom’s “Best”
(50-50) in either white or natural.

Because we’re using four-color process to
make the shirts full color, we need to have a
minimum order of 144 shirts made. The big-
gest problem with an order like this is order-
ing too many shirts of the wrong size, and
then having the club get stuck with them. To
avoid this, we’d like to get many of the shirts
spoken for (sold) before we have to lay out
dollars from the club’s treasury.

To help this, we’re going to price the shirts
with a $2 discount on all prepaid orders
placed before printing. Thus, shirts will be $6
each for youth sizes (S, M, L) and $8 each for
adult sizes (S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL). Shirts
sold after the printing will be $8 each for
youth size and $10 each for adult sizes.
Remember, we’re only offering these shirts to
club members!

CMASS CLUB KIT
As a great fashion statement to go with
the new T-shirts, John Buscaglia has
designed a club kit based on the rocket
held by the Minuteman in the club logo.
These kits will build afull scalerocket
in BT-70 tubing (2.217" O.D.), about
42" long (assuming a six-foot Minute-
man). The kit includes a spacious pay-
load section, custom 8"–long nose
cone from Balsa Machining Service
(BMS) (that would cost $11 if you
bought it separately), BMS nose
block, pre-cut plywood fins and cen-
tering rings, two 17½" segments
of BT-70 tubing, and a 29mm
engine mount tube. This should

give awesome flights on F motors. There ar
only enough parts for 20 kits in the first (and
possiblyonly) run of kits. Right now, John is
estimating that the kits will cost about $25
$30. He plans to fly the prototype at our firs
launch of the season. If you are intereste
contact John to reserve yours!

[I’ve suggested a junior scale using BT-5
tubing to John, making it properly scaled fo
younger club members about 3½' tall. Plan
for that will appear on our web server and
probably in the next full newsletter. If there is
a big interest (at least 20 rockets worth) per-
haps we could kit them like John has. –Ed]

DISCOUNTS FOR MEMBERS
John Buscaglia hasarranged for all CMASS
members to receive up to a 10% discount o
all purchases at The Spare Time Shop, Rou
20 East, Marlborough, MA, (508) 481-5786
Merely tell them you are from CMASS when
you bring your purchase to the registe
They’ll check you against list of members
we’ve given them.

HPR CERTIFICATION
CMASS is ready to help any member reac
NAR HPR Certification at Level 1 or Level 2.
We are ready to witness launches, supp
HPR forms, and can administer the Level
test almost on demand. We cannot provid
motor purchasing help, however, because
the potential liability. But, if you can’t get a
store to sell you the motor you need, you ca
ask one of the club’s Level 1 (H/I) or Level 2
(J/K/L) members to see if they can help.

For more information on the NAR HPR Cer-
tification Program, see:

http://www.nar.org/hpcert/

KOSDON AT LAUNCHES
Paul Robinson, proprietor of Kosdon Motor
“East” and CMASS member, brought a com
plete selection of Kosdon reloadable motor
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ON THE WIND (continued)
to almost every one of our launches at Ame
bury in 1997. He expects to do the same fo
this year. Even Bill Spadafora bought a set o
reload casings last year.

There are a number of Kosdon motors that a
not certified as of yet, so be sure to check a
only certified motors may be used at club
launches. Paul tells us he is working on ge
ting Kosdon’s full line certified.

FAA WAIVER SNAG
Usually by the time our schedule is
announced, the FAA waiver allowing us to fly
to 6000' is secured. This year that isn’t th
case yet, although we have every indicatio
that the waiver will be in place before our firs
launch.

The problem is a policy change by the FAA
by which they are over-interpreting FAR101,
the Federal Aviation Regulations covering
rocketry’s use of airspace. Their change
include the need for applicants to list all larg
model rocket flights (those over 1500g tota
weight or 125g of propellant)with the appli-
cation for a waiver, as well as forwarding al
applications to Washington, D.C., for fina
approval.

We normally apply for a waiver to parts of
FAR 101 in order for CMASS include HPR
activities at our launches. At the point of this
writing, based upon last years launches, w
are estimating how many flights we’ll have
that exceed the limits. When our waiver i
approved, it will not only grant us a limit on
how far we can fly into controlled airspace
but it will also include a limit on the weight of
the rocket and propellant. Our hope is to sup
ply liberal enough estimates that we’ll satisfy
the FAA without impinging upon our HPR
activities.

This change from the FAA is being applied
nationally. It was apparently caused by the
waiver applications submitted by those com
peting for the $250,000 CATS Prize, awarde
to the first team lofting a 2kg payload to a
least 200km (http://www.space-frontier.org/).
You’ll be happy to know that NAR Presiden
Mark Bundick is in contact with officials with
the FAA in Washington to try and eliminate
this snag for those of us flying HPR below
15,000 feet! See his note and current status
the NAR web server:

http://www.nar.org/NARfrompres.html

A2Z LAUNCH SET THIS YEAR
The launch CMASS holds for the A2Z Sci-
ence and Learning Store, Northampton, MA
is set for August 22. This launch is usually a
enjoyable time. A2Z holds a workshop fo
area eight- to twelve-year-olds to teach them
to build their first rocket. At the A2Z launch
two years ago (last year’s was cancele
because A2Z was in the midst of a move
there were about 70 participants. CMAS
folks get to run the range and help out th
first-timers. There’s usually plenty of time to
fly our own rockets. However, the field at
Smith Academy, Hatfield, MA, is like your
average high school playing field. Although
we’ll have a waiver allowing flights to 6000',
flights are realistically limited to up to F
motors. See A2Z’s web page at

http://www.a-two-z.com/.

WHO ARE THE CLUB OFFICERS?
Club officers are elected every September
per the by-laws (printed in this issue on
page 10). The current set of officers and the
club e-mail addresses (for other contact info
mation, see the membership directory):

President Bill Spadafora
billspad@cmass.org

Treasurer & C. D. Tavares
Sr. Advisor cdt@cmass.org

Secretary John R. Lo Verso
loverso@cmass.org

The collection of club officers can always be
reached via officers@cmass.org.
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WHAT’S IT LIKE AT A CMASS LAUNCH?
WHO IS CMASS?
CMASS has 112 members, 25 of whom are under the age of 17. M
club communication happens via e-mail, as 84 of our members n
receive. Our launches are free and open to the public. A typical one-
day launch has between 50 and 70 flyers, for a total of about 3
flights.

WHAT’S NEEDED TO 
LAUNCH
In order to launch your own
rockets at a CMASS launch,
you’ll only need the typical
launch supplies. That is,
engines, wadding, and igniters.
Individual pads and launch con-
trollers aren’t needed (or
allowed).

Other useful items to bring to a
launch include sunscreen, a hat,
bug spray, lawn chairs, or a
folding table.

OUR TRAILER
The club has a camper/trailer that has been converted to haul all
club’s equipment. Unpacking and repacking the equipment in a sp
friendly manner is nearly half the fun during setup and tear-down!

During the launch, the trailer serves as a concession stand. The
sells drinks and snacks, as well as cooking and selling hot dogs aro

Tony Vincent at Safety-Check for our August 1997 launch.
ost
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lunch time. Sometimes we’re short on ho
dogs, so don’t wait too long to buy yours!

FLIGHT OPERATIONS
Our low power range uses a circular arrang
ment of launch pads around a set of loud
speakers and the club flag. Immediatel
adjacent to this is where flight operations ar
controlled by the launch control officer
(LCO). On sunny days, our LCO can be
found under a blue shade tent.

Directly next to the LCO is the Safety-Check
Station. Prior to bringing your model up, stop
here and pick up a flight card. Fill this out and
return when your model is ready to launc
(with the motor and igniter already installed)
All models must be safety-checked here i
order to receive an assigned launch pad.

If there is any safety question, the Safety-
Check Officer has complete authority ove
what does and does not fly. They can prob
bly also help you fix it so you can fly. You
must go through Safety-Check for ever
flight, even if your model was checked
before.

All flights must obey the NAR Safety Codes
Only Certified engines are permitted, an
those flying high power much show certifica
tion. if your rocket exceeds model rocket o
propellant weight limits, its expected altitude
cannot exceed the height of our FAA waive
(usually 6000').

C. D. Tavares in his usual LCO role, while
Scott Henion runs Safety-Check.
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Our high power pads also allow easy loading
via a handle that allows the rod to be lowered.
The pads are usually set up for3⁄8" rods, but a
selection of rod sizes is available at each pad.
USING THE LAUNCH PADS
We typically set up three high power pads and 11 low power pa
(up to G) at each launch.

When entering the launch area, please walk in the open
between the flags and pads, rather than across the pads and
ping on the wiring.

Our low power pads are
mounted on green stakes,
with either1⁄8", 3⁄16" or ¼"
rods. The pad heads
themselves are home
brew, made of spare
plumbing supplies. Using
the faucet handle, you
can tilt the rod to any
angle for launch (maxi-
mum allowed launch
angle is 30° from verti-
cal). You can lower the
rod all the way to allow
easy loading of your
model. You can aim your model in any direction by rotating th
whole pad at the base of the swivel (it rotates 360°).

Please be sure to always raise the rod back up to avoid any cha
of an eye injury.

Tony Vincent on low power pad 6.
7

(Unless otherwise noted, all photos by Bob
Littlefield and his JVC digital camcorder.)Low and high power rocketry our specialty.

Aerial view of the low power pads, range head,
and club trailer, courtesy of Robert Galejs’
35mm rocket camera. A full series of pictures
from the whole flight is available on the club’s
web server.
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On November 3, 1997, G. Harry Stine, NAR
#2, died of a heart attack. As NAR President
Mark Bundick said when writing of his pre-
decessor, “Much of the technology, safety
foundations and organizational structure of
our hobby and Association rest on Harry’s
insight and hard work. His list of accomplish-
ments and the body of work he leaves behind
are too long to mention. Harry was one of a
kind, a man we cannot ever hope to replace.”

Here are a few words from CMASS members
who were lucky to know him.

Ron “Q” Quattrochi
I met G. Harry in Boston during a 1985 meet-
ing with the Massachusetts Fire Marshal and
lawmakers. Estes was heading a petition to
abolish model rocketry permits with regards
to engine purchases, use, and storage.

Harry, along with Estes’ Dane Boles,
CMASS and the local modroc community,
was successful in a decade long struggle with
the “Commonwealth” to recognize bench-
mark standards such as NFPA.

After that meeting, Harry talked to us Massa-
chusetts rocketeers about the hobby, its safety
record and the important role each of us
played in the hobby.

I remember Harry had a few of his famous
book, theHandbook of Model Rocketry. He
signed copies for Steve Michaels and for me!

Harry was always there to lend an experi-
enced hand… and was successful! Massachu-
setts modroc permits were abolished in the
1986 and NFPA Standards were adopted as
law in the Spring of 1993!

“Free at Last”… we all sounded at a CMASS
meeting… now to get out those one pound-
plus birds we had tucked away for summer
launches outside of Massachusetts!

I never saw Harry again. However, Bill
Spadafora called me one day in 1993 and said
“Hey Q, I think you are part of the cover art

for the 6th edition of theHandbook!”

I bought the book, drafted a quick note, and
sent it off to Harry. He wrote back a nice letter
and the autographed copy. Thanks Harry!

I have nothing but nice memories of a fine
man and the founder of our hobby.

C. D. Tavares
Harry helped me to become the “paranoid”
citizen activist that I am.

Back in the early 80’s, when I was editing
(and writing bunches of stuff in) theModel
Rocketeer, I wrote some throwaway article
about model rocketry and federal law. In it, I
wrote a “fact” that I had been told dozens of
times—that it was against regulations to
launch model rockets within the Terminal
Control Area (five mile radius) of an airport.

(Everybody knew this to be true—for one
thing, in the late 70’s, the City of Cambridge
almost succeeded in shutting down MIT
Rocket Society launches under this regula-
tion, until the club proved that their field was
just outside the five-mile limit as measured
from the control tower—not the edge of
Logan airport property—as specified in the
regulation).

Harry wrote a response, in which drilled me a
new one but good. FAR 101.1, he explained,
exempted model rockets fromall such
restrictions. You could fly them anywhere
you wanted near an airport, he wrote, as long
as you weren’t posing a hazard to aircraft.
And he showed us chapter and verse to prove
his point.

His message at the end was loud and clear:
read the laws and regulations yourself. Don’t
take someone’s word for what they say or
mean. That person isn’t any smarter than you
are, and often knows a whole lot less.

Harry was right then, and he’s still right. He
“gave forward” that lesson to me, and hope to
be giving it forward to others for the rest of
my life.

FINAL FLIGHT OF NAR #2
G. Harry Stine Dies
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by Doug Steinfeld

dougs@
world.std.com

HOW TO USE THE NEW CMASS
RELAY LAUNCH CONTROLLERS
Last year we installed new relay controller
on the low power pads (normally pads 5, 6,
and 8 with ¼" rods). This year we will
upgrade the high power pad relay boxes to th
same type of controller. There are some sim
ple instructions you should be aware of t
help get your flight going on the first attempt

• Make sure the box is turned on.There
is a three-position power switch tha
must be in the “Arm” position for any-
thing to happen. A red indicator light
mounted on the switch will light when
the box is powered on. The other two
positions are “Safe” and “Discharge.”
“Safe” means off, but because thes
relay controllers use large capacitors t
give the igniters an extra boost, there i
the “Discharge” position as well. This
position bleeds the charge off the capac
tors to ensure the box is inert. For al
launching, though, just make sure th
switch is in the “Arm” position.

• Listen for the warning beeper. A
screeching beeper tells you that eithe
the LCO’s1 finger is still on the fire but-
ton for your pad, or the launch relay con
tacts have welded closed. In any even
DON’T HOOK UP YOUR IGNITER!
The igniter leads are live and you will
ignite your engine as soon as you con
nect them. Note that it’s always good
practice to touch the microclips togethe
before you hook up an igniter to see i
they spark. If so, they’re live, and dan
gerous.

• Continuity current is always present
on the microclips when the box is turned
on. By design this current is limited to
2.7 milliamps which should be flashbulb
safe. It has been tested with an AG
flashbulb and this has been demon

1. Launch Control Officer – the person
who controls all flight operations.
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strated. However, if you’re using flash-
bulbs or other low-current igniters,
please discuss it with the SCO2 before
going out to the pad.

• Hook up the igniter leads. The igniter
cable will be plugged into the jack
marked “Pad” and has conventiona
microclips. When you attach the leads t
a good igniter you will see a second re
light (located at the other end of the
panel) turn on indicating that you have
continuity through the igniter. If you
don’t see this light, then the LCO won’t
see good continuity, and besides, th
relay box won’t fire anyway. So make
sure you have a solid continuity indicato
before you clear the pad area.

That’s all there is to it. With both local and
remote continuity indicators there should be
lot less running back and forth to fix igniter
problems.

WHAT ARE THESE LAUNCHERS?
These relay launchers are based upon
design by Ken Hutchinson published in th
Northern Illinois Rocketry Association’s
(NIRA) newsletter,The Leading Edge. Our
design is based upon an earlier version in a
1996 issue, although Ken published a
updated design in the January/February 19
issue. Chris Tavares and Doug Steinfeld mo
ified the design to change the way the warn
ing beeper works. Chris built the first
prototype. Doug took over and built enoug
circuit boards for four of our low power pads
and our three high power pads. Our update
design will be presented in a later issue ofThe
Sentinel.

2. Safety-Check Officer – the person who
safety checks your rocket.
9
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1. NAME.
The name of this organization shall be the Central Massa-
chusetts Spacemodeling Society (CMASS), a chartered
Section of the National Association of Rocketry.

2. PURPOSE.
It shall be the purpose of this Section to:
a. aid and abet the aims and purposes of the NAR;
b. promote the hobby of spacemodeling in the Central

Massachu setts region;
c. operate a spacemodeling club and a model rocket

launching facility in accordance with the standards and
regulations of the National Association of Rocketry, the
National Fire Protection Association, the Federal Avia-
tion Administration, and the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts;

d. direct meetings and launches with the purpose of aiding,
encouraging, and instructing all persons interested in
spacemodeling;

e. aid in other scientific, educational, or related activities
of the NAR which the Section's Executive Board may
from time to time deem necessary or desirable in con-
nection with the foregoing.

3. MEMBERSHIP.
There shall be three classes of membership:
a. All NAR members in good standing who promptly pay

all dues levied by the Section shall be accorded the sta-
tus of Full Members.

b. Persons without current NAR membership who
promptly pay all dues levied by the Section shall be
accorded the status of Associate Members for a period
not to exceed two months, during which the member
shall obtain NAR membership.

c. NAR members in good standing may be elected to Hon-
orary Lifetime Membership, as specified in Article 11.

4. DUES.
Dues shall be payable on a periodic basis. The amount, due
date, and period applicable shall be decided by a majority
vote of all members present and voting at the first meeting
in September of each year. Dues monies shall be kept in a
general fund by the Treasurer, and shall be paid out by him
only by order of the President of the Section, or by order of
the Executive Committee of the Section, or by a majority
vote of all members present and voting at any meeting of
the Section.

5. MEETINGS.
Meetings of the Section shall be held at least monthly, at
times and places decided by majority vote of the Section.
Operation of the rocket range shall not be considered a

meeting. A quorum shall consist of six (6) Full Members of
the Section. Meetings shall be conducted and governed in
accordance with Robert's Rules of Order, Revised, at the
discretion of the President of the Section.

6. LAUNCHES.
Launches shall be held at times and places decided by a
majority vote of the Section. All launches shall be con-
ducted in accordance with the NAR/HIA Safety Code and
shall be supervised in accordance with the prevailing regu-
lations of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

7. OFFICERS.
The Officers of this Section shall consist of a President, a
Secretary, and a Treasurer, all of whom shall be Full Mem-
bers of the Section. The President shall hold no other office.
The offices of Secretary and Treasurer may be held by the
same person.

8. EXECUTIVE BOARD.
The Executive Board of this Section shall consist of the
Officers and a Senior Member of the NAR who shall be
designated by the Section membership as Senior Advisor.
The Senior Advisor shall be a Full Member of the Section
and may also hold the offices of Secretary or Treasurer or
both.

9. ELECTIONS.
Election of the Officers and Senior Advisor for the duration
of a year shall take place at the first meeting in September
of each year. Nominations shall be made at the meeting
immediately preceding the scheduled election. Vacancies in
office shall be filled by nomination and election of a Full
Member to fill the unexpired term of office, and shall take
place at the Section meeting at which the vacancy is
announced or declared. Nominations shall be made from
the floor for all elections, and the candidate having the larg-
est number of votes shall be elected.

10. COMMITTEES.
Committees shall be appointed by the Executive Board as
deemed necessary by the Section.

11. HONORARY LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP.
Any current or former Full Member of the Section may be
nominated for Honorary Lifetime Membership in the Sec-
tion. Honorary Lifetime Membership shall be conferred
upon the nominee by the consent of2⁄3 of the members
present and voting at any meeting.

12. AMENDMENTS.
These By-Laws may be amended by a2⁄3 vote of those Sec-
tion members present and voting at any meeting of the Sec-
tion. No amendment to these By-Laws shall be in effect
until approved by NAR Headquarters.

BY–LAWS OF THE
CENTRAL MASSACHUSETTS SPACEMODELING SOCIETY

NAR SECTION #464

Revision of September, 1995.
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Tony’s Altimeter Project

by
Tony Brock-Fisher

barockteer@aol.com

fisher@an.hp.com

More information on this altimeter is available on the CMASS web
server in Tony’s upload area at:

http://www.CMASS.org/uploads/Tony.Brock-Fisher/
At the Editor’s suggestion, I’m submitting
this note on my altimeter project. This altim
eter flew several times at CMASS launche
last year to shake out any problems. Last fa
at RATS, Paul Askins flew the altimeter twice
and recorded a maximum altitude of 400
feet in his VB Extreme 29mm on a G35 Econ
jet!

Over the winter I had a run of 50 PC board
made, and ordered 50 sets of parts from Dig
Key. Paul Askins and I sorted the parts int
kits, and I’ve delivered most of them to folks
who signed up (and paid) for the project. I
you have parts or boards coming to you, le
me know.

If there’s sufficient interest, I’ll organize
another run of PC boards and a parts pu
chase. Just let me know how many you wan

The altimeter design currently features dua
deployments (drogue at apogee and main
256 feet), maximum altitude readout (beeper
or LED) on touchdown, and logging of 15-
seconds of flight data, sampled at ¼-secon
intervals. Deployments are armed at lift-off
so no minimum altitude is required for
deployments to work. Flight data can b
downloaded to a computer any time after th
flight.

The board measures 4.25"× 0.77", including
four mounting holes in the corners. For thos
interested in minimum diameter and weigh
the ends of the board could be cut off, remov
ing the mounting holes, and the resulting un
would be 3.88"× 0.77". Weight is about one
ounce.

The cost of parts is around $30, less if you ca
scrounge your own surface-mount resistors
and capacitors. All the parts are availabl
from Digi-Key. The board itself will cost
$5.00 plus any mailing costs.

To assemble the unit, you’ll need good eye
sight and magnifying glasses, or poor eye
sight and better magnifying glasses, plus
fine-point soldering iron and tweezers.
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Calibration and alignment require a compute
with a serial port.

For programming the chips, you can build
simple programmer interface that plugs int
the parallel port of your PC, or I can program
units for you. The unit can be reprogramme
anytime after its built.

I will not be releasing the source code. I wil
give out object code only and you will be
asked to sign a software license/liability
release to obtain the object code or pro
grammed parts.

Most of the documentation is available in my
upload area of the CMASS web page.

I am maintaining my own separate email dis
tribution list for the altimeter project. If
you’re interested in being on this list, send m
email directly.

This winter I’ve been working on some
enhancements. I’ve made some of the fligh
parameters, such as the main deployment a
tude, user programmable. I’ve figured out a
external EEPROM module which will
expand the flight data storage from 15 se
onds to eight minutes. Finally, I’ve also mad
a version of the code for controlling my
35mm camera.

Top and bottom views of the altimeter board
Photos by Tony Brock-Fishe
11
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A Non-Pyrotechnic Ejection System

by Doug Steinfeld

dougs@
world.std.com

This article to
appear inSport

Rocketrylater this
year.

Photo
About a year ago my brother Matt reintro
duced me to model rocketry. I’d been awa
from the hobby for over 25 years and reall
hadn’t thought much about it during tha
time, but when we went out to launch the da
after Thanksgiving, 1996, I got bitten by the
bug. Hard. I built a couple of kits, read a lot
surfed the rocketry sites on the web, an
found that a lot had changed in 25 years. Big-
ger rockets, higher power, reloadabl
engines, more sophisticated cameras, a
electronic payloads had all developed durin
that time. The engineer in me was fascinate
but as I looked further I found that one are
had not changed much. Regardless of how
was triggered, the method almost exclusive
used to deploy the recovery system was
black powder charge. This struck me as kin
of crude, and I wondered if there were reli
able mechanical means that could repla
black powder. While it turns out that black
powder is cheap and simple, I’ve develope
and flown a system based on mechanic
components.

All of these systems are activated electrical
rather than by pyrotechnic means. I chose
use a flight computer that sensed both acce
eration and altitude, but any electrical mean
could be used, including a simple timer.
used the Taniwha (‘tun-e-far’) Flight Com-
puter, developed by Paul Campbell (se

1: Piston with Guide Rods, Springs,
and Kevlar retaining line.
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http://www.taniwha.com/~paul/fc/) which is
based on an 80C52 microcontroller an
roughly equivalent in power to an Apple II. I
With some minor modifications, I used flight
software by Larry Lynch-Freshner (see
http://www.albireo.org/rockets.html). Any
altimeter, accelerometer, or timer that ca
trigger an ejection charge can be used.

To avoid relying on an untestedrecovery
mechanism, my first flights were going to us
the new mechanical system to deploy
drogue parachute at apogee, with the ma
‘chute deploying by conventional motor ejec
tion. Therefore I located the drogue ‘chute a
the nose cone/payload tube junction, and th
main ‘chute at the lower body tube/payloa
bay junction. I used an Aerotech Initiato
(2.6" body tube) as the base vehicle, with a
added payload section that contained th
flight computer and mechanical ejection sys
tem.

So far all of my designs have been based o
spring-loaded pistons. The piston has to ha
sufficient travel to allow room for the drogue
‘chute, shock cord, and nose cone shoulde
and sufficient force over the travel distance t
push these items clear of the body tube. Th
length of travel sets the overall size of the pis
ton assembly while the level of force deter
mines what springs will be needed, an
indirectly what release mechanism will be
required. I constructed three different style
of pistons beforearriving at a design that was
flyable. A lot of time was spent trying to min-
imize the length of the assembly given th
amount of piston travel required.

DEVELOPING THE PISTON
I started with a basic piston made of wood
The head was a 2.5" disk of1⁄8" plywood
while the rod was a length of ½" wooden
dowel. I simply drilled a hole in the center of
the disk and glued the dowel to the disk. Th
piston needed about six inches of travel t
allow space for the nose cone shoulder, sho
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EJECTION SYSTEM (continued)
cord, and drogue, and yet completely eje
them when triggered. The rod was cut slightl
shorter than this, and then appropriate siz
and strengths of springs were found at th
local hardware store.

Originally I was going to use a solenoid to
release the piston. However, most of the sol
noids I could find were heavy, didn’t have a
sufficient range of travel, or consumed signif
icant power at high voltages. 12 volts is hig
voltage when you have to loft all those batte
ies! I abandoned the idea of solenoids when
discovered how simple it was to interface
radio control (R/C) servo to the flight com-
puter. The disadvantage of servos, though,
that they cannot deliver much force. Man
have plastic gears that youwill damage if you
overload the servo (as I did while experimen
ing). Because of the spring force needed
pop the nose cone and parachute, the load
the release mechanism can be significan
Eventually I settled on using a nut and bolt t
reduce this load, which actually fit quite
nicely with using an R/C servo since these a
basically rotational devices. The idea was th
the servo would rotate the nut, unscrewing
from the bolt mounted on the piston. Onc
unscrewed, thepiston would be released.

I rear mounted the servo in a 2.6" diameter1⁄8"
plywood bulkhead. It protruded through a
cutout in the bulkhead and was fastened wi
2-56 nuts and bolts. The servo’s output sha
was centered in the bulkhead so that ult
mately it would align with the piston rod. I
mounted a T-nut (essentially a nut attached
a mounting plate) on top of one of the serv
output horns, again using 2-56 nuts and bolt
There are a couple of types of T-nuts—I use
the ones with the nail holes in the mountin
plate rather than the ones with the prongs.
threaded a hanger bolt (a short rod with woo
screw threads on one end and machine scr
threads on the other) into the end of the pis
ton. The machine screw threads protrude
from the piston and screwed into the T-nut.
When the servo was turned clockwise, th
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hanger bolt would be unscrewed from the T
nut, releasing the piston.

The piston and servo then needed to b
mounted in a framework that would both hold
these components and provide bearing su
faces for the springs. Some of my origina
attempts used frameworks made from ply
wood and wooden dowels, but I wanted a
adjustable version. I replaced the dowels wit
¼-20 threaded rod despite the fact that it wa
heavier. I later extended the threaded ro
behind the piston assembly to provide moun
ing rails for the electronics. Another 2.6"
bulkhead was used to guide the piston and
serve as a stop for the springs. Both bulk
heads were attached to the threaded rod
simply sandwiching them between pairs o
nuts and washers.

Finally two small dowels were glued to the
piston head and inserted into holes in the to
bulkhead. These dowels keep the piston fro
rotating as the servo is activated. This pre
serves the relationship between the threads
the T-nut and hanger bolt and insures that th
piston will be released when the serv
reaches the end of its travel. These dowe
don’t protrude very far through the bulk-
head—they are not needed to guide the pist
after release. They could equally well hav
been mounted to the bulkhead and protrude
through the piston, but I wanted to keep th
piston face relatively smooth. The dowels

Photo 2: Piston ready to fire. Note the se
through the bulkhead on the left.
13
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EJECTION SYSTEM (continued)

Photo 3: Detail of
and T-nut.
were not mounted exactly
across from each other (that is
they were not on the same
diameter line). This insured
that the piston could only be
“cocked” one way which again
preserved the relationship
between the threads of the T
nut and hanger bolt. Now this
relationship between the
threads had to be properly
established. Hanger bolts are
typically installed by jamming
two nuts together on the
machine screw side, and then
turned with a wrench. I tight-
ened the hanger bolt so that its
threads were just disengage
from the T-nut when the servo
was rotated to its fully clock-
wise (CW) position. The servo
had about 220° of rotation, and
so when rotated to its fully
counterclockwise (CCW) posi-

tion, the T-nut adequately captured th
threads of the hanger bolt. Over the course
experimenting with this release mechanism
found that contrary to expectation the thread
did not wear significantly (I never had to
readjust the bolt to account for thread wear).

Finally I tethered the piston to the assemb
with a length of braided Kevlar line. The
braid was spread and slipped over the hang
bolt, retained with an external toothed lock
washer and a nut. The other end was tied to
ring terminal (an uninsulated crimp-type ter
minal) placed on one of the ¼" threaded rod
just under the upper bulkhead.

To install the assembly inside a body tube,
glued the lower bulkhead to the top of a 2.6
tube coupler. A length of body tube was slid
over the piston assembly and halfway dow
the coupler. Four holes were drilled throug
the body tube and coupler, and PML plasti
rivets were used to fasten the two togethe
The length of this tube was equal to the leng
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of the assembly with the piston released.
small (12") parachute and 4 feet of shock cor
were loaded in the top of the tube, and th
nose cone installed. When triggered, the no
cone and recovery materials were ejecte
about 8" from the body tube. One deta
remained, and that was how to fasten th
shock cord to the body. Since I didn’t wan
anything interfering with the piston, that
meant that nothing could be fastened to th
inner wall of the body tube (like a LOC-style
mount). I chose to use a screw eye, screw
into the center of the piston head. This actu
ally went into the piston rod eliminating a
glue joint from the connection (the screw ey
was threadedinto the piston rod, the hanger
bolt was threaded into the other end of th
piston rod, the Kevlar line was attached to th
hanger bolt, and the other end of the Kevla
line was tied to one of the ¼" rods).

ELECTRONICS
With the mechanics of the ejection mecha
nism in place I turned my attention to the
flight computer. Larry Lynch-Freshner’s soft-
ware provided all of the features I neede
including a test mode that simulated a fligh
This was used to bench-test the ejection sy
tem. However, it (and the flight compute
hardware) were geared towards igniter-trig
gered ejection charges. The pyro outpu
were simple transistor switches enabled at th
appropriate time. R/C servos, howeve
require different input signals.

All R/C servos have three wires: power
ground, and position input. The servo expec
pulses on the position input wire, and th
width of the pulse determines the servo
position. Although each servo is calibrate
differently, a series of short pulses rotates th
shaft counter-clockwise (CCW), while a
series of long pulses rotates the shaft cloc
wise (CW). In order for the servo to move to
the commanded position and to hold ther
the pulse must be repeated approximate
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EJECTION SYSTEM (continued)
every 20 milliseconds (ms.). This repetition
rate is not critical and can vary considerably
For the servo I used (Hobbico CS-11 micr
with metal gears), the fully CCW position
required a pulse 740 microseconds (µs)
width, while the fully CW position required a
pulse 2300µs wide. Pulses shorter or long
than these limits cause the servo to try t
travel beyond its range, stalling its motor an
dramatically increasing the input current.

I had determined these pulse widths by driv
ing the servo directly from the flight com-
puter. I wrote a small test program to genera
pulses and measured the pulse widths at t
CW and CCW servo limits with an oscillo-
scope. Although a microcontroller (such a
the Intel 80C32 used on my flight computer
is ideal for generating a pulse train of this
type, I did not want to modify Larry’s code to
do this. There was already a timing loop to se
the accelerometer and pressure sensor sa
pling and I did not want to risk messing up th
data acquisition. If/when the code is rewritte
to use independent tasks to perform the
functions it will be much easier to make this
change. Instead I decided to build a sma
interface circuit to generate thepulses and
pretty much leave the code alone.

The interface uses commonly available 55
timer chips to generate the pulses, with th
pulse widths and repetition rate set by a cou
ple of resistors and a capacitor. I used th
measured pulse widths to calculate thes
component values, with one 555 to genera
the short pulse and another to generate t
long pulse. I could have used the dual versio
of the 555 (the 556) which simply has two
timers in one package, but I happened to ha
555’s in the parts box. First the calculation i
done for the pulse “off” time to obtain the
value for the capacitor and one resistor, an
then the calculation for the “on” time is per-
formed to get the value for the second resi
tor. One problem with the 555 is that the “on
time of the pulse must be longer than th
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“off” time. This means that the pulse train is inverted for driving
servo where the pulse “on” time is much less than the “off” time. S
while the servo wants to see an input signal that looks like:

The 555 generates a signal that looks like:

This is taken care of later on by using another component that “flip
the signal.

To set the servo position, it is the 555 “off” time that is critical. This
given by:

Toff = 0.693 · R2 · C1

Using 0.1µF, a convenient value for the capacitor and an “off” time
740µS (to generate pulses to drive the servo to its CCW limit),
resistor value is:

R2 = Toff / ( 0.693 · C1 ) =

740 x 10-6 / ( 0.693 · 1 x 10-7 ) = 10,678Ω
Since you will never find a resistor of this value, you use a conveni
value that will not drive the servo past its limits. This means maki
the pulse slightly longer, so therefore you use a slightly larger resis
The next convenient value is 12kΩ.

The 555 “on” time is the pulse repetition rate and is not critical f
proper servo operation. As long as the servo receives a pulse at
every 20ms. it will operate correctly. The “on” time is set by:

Ton = 0.693 · (R1+R2) · C1

With R2 and C1 already established, and a target Ton of 20ms, R1 is
given by:

R1 = [Ton / ( 0.693 · C1 ) ] - R2 =

[20 x 10-3 / ( 0.693 · 1 x 10-7 )] - 12000 = 276,600Ω
Again, since this is not critical I just used a resistor value of 220kΩ.

The same calculations are done to obtain the component values fo
second 555 which is used to move the servo to the CW limit. Howe
if the resistor value is unavailable you make the pulse slightly shor
15
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EJECTION SYSTEM (continued)
to avoid overdriving the servo. For a puls
width of 2300µs it turned out that the nex
convenient value was unavailable so I used
33kΩ and a 3.9kΩ in series to develop
36.9kΩ= as the value for R4. I again used
220kΩ=as the value of R3 since it was conve
nient and non-critical.

Now a method of selecting which 555 is con
nected to the servo is needed. I used a 2 inp
multiplexor which is simply a component tha
chooses which of two inputs to send to th
output based on an “input select” pin. Whe
pin 1 is low, the input on pin 2 is sent to the
output. When pin 1 is high, the input on pin 3
is sent to the output. I chose the 74LS15
multiplexor which actuallyinverts the signal
before sending it to the output. This way th
“upside down” signal from the 555 would be
flipped before sending it to the servo.

One thing to note about this circuit is that th
two 555 pulse generators are not synchr
nized. This means that when switching from
one 555 to the other there may be one pul
that is extra long, extra short, or intermediat
in length, or there may be more or less tha
20ms between pulses. This brief glitch has n
observable effect on the operation of th
servo, so I didn’t bother synchronizing them
The 555 does have this capability, though

igure 1: Servo pulse generator.
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and synchronization is a possible avenue f
further experiments.

Finally capacitors C3 and C4 were added fo
power supply decoupling and the multi
plexor’s “input select” pin was connected to
the drogue output pin on the flight compute
board. Note that this connection isnot to the
drogue pyro output (which is a 12v high cur
rent output) but to a logic level signal such a
the base or gate pin of the pyro output transi
tor. Vcc (+5v) and Ground were obtained
from the flight computer PC board, and th
interface was complete.

MOUNTING THE ELECTRONICS
The flight computer and servo interface were
mounted on a piece of1⁄8" plywood. A 2.5"
diameter bulkhead was glued at each end
support the assembly inside the body tube
drilled a hole in the forward bulkhead to per
mit the servo cable to pass through, and tw
more holes in both bulkheads that allowed th
¼" threaded rods to pass through. The boa
was offset from the diameter line of the disk
to allow the tall electronic components to fi
in the body tube. Battery holders and head
plugs for the power switch cables were
mounted on therear.

Four AAA batteries powered the servo while
a single 9v battery powered the flight com
puter. Separate batteries kept servo moto
noise from disturbing the electronics. I did
not like any of the 9v battery holders I found
since most of them were simply clips tha
didn’t look like they would retain the battery
during boost. I glued a couple of small strip
of plywood to hold the battery fore-and-aft
and fabricated a strap out of strip brass to ho
the battery in place. I did use a commercia
plastic holder for the 4 AAA cells.

POWER SWITCHING
External power switching allowed me to prep
the system and then power it down to save th
batteries until launch. For the 9v electronic
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EJECTION SYSTEM (continued)
battery I broke the positive connection from
the battery to the flight computer, and sol
dered the two wires to a 2-pin header. I fabr
cated a switch harness from a matching 2-p
socket and 2.5mm subminiature audio jac
(similar to a Walkman headphone jack)
These jacks are available with built in
switches that allow, for example, a speaker
be shut off when headphones are plugged
The jack was not used to output anything; ju
the switch contacts were used to control th
power. Thus when a mating plug was inserte
in the jack, the contacts would be held open
and power would be removed from the elec
tronics. When removed, the contacts woul
close, and the electronics would power up.
mounted the jack in a hole in the body tube s
that the disabling plug could be inserted an
removed with the rocket closed up. Whe
mounting the jack, I made sure to have th
contacts aligned horizontally so that G forces
would not tend to open the circuit.

I also needed to switch the servo power, b
felt that a “power on” indicator was needed

Photo 4: Top side of electronics carrier
flight computer and servo interfa

Photo 5: Bottom side of electronics carrier showin
electronics battery, servo batteries, and power p

power plug is at the top, with the servo p
(the flight computer didn’t need one since it had
beeper that indicated it was ready for flight). I use
another 2.5mm jack for this switch plus a red LED
for the indicator. These were mounted side-b
side next to the electronics power control jack. T
complete the circuit for the LED I needed both
power and ground to be brought from the electro
ics to the jack/LED mount point, so along with the
servo positive wire a total of 3 wires were neede
Not having a 3-pin header and socket available
used a 4 pin. I also decided that I wanted to ha
an indicator that the servo batteries were ok with
out powering up the servo. To accomplish this
mounted another LED and its series resistor in
2.5mm mating plug. With the plug inserted in th
servo power control jack, the LED in the plug wil
light if the servo batteries are inserted correctly.
The servo power LED on the body tube will be of
since the inserted plug holds the switch contac
open. When the plug is removed, the servo w
power up and the servo power LED on the bod
tube will light. This gives me confidence tha
when I power the system up on the pad I will no
have problems.

ASSEMBLY
Finally, the electronics carrier is mounted on the ¼" rods using wa
ers and nuts to position it. Two nuts are threaded on the rods to re
the forward end in the tube coupler, and then the electronics carrie
slid onto the rods. Power switch harnesses and servo are plugge
and then just before the aft end of the carrier is slid onto the rods a
and a washer are threaded onto each rod to correctly position the aft
end. The carrier is slid on all the way, and another pair of washers
nuts are threaded on to solidly retain it. Finally, the aft payload body

Figure 2: Power Switching Schematic.
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EJECTION SYSTEM (continued)
tube which holds the power jacks is slid ove
the electronics carrier. Note that there is
notch cut in the aft electronics carrier bulk
head in order to clear the jacks. The aft pay
load tube includes a tube coupler an
bulkhead, with holes in the bulkhead that fi
over the ¼" rods. Nuts and washers are aga
used to retain the assembly. The forward en
of this body tube is fastened to the forwar
tube coupler (which holds the servo) usin
four PML plastic rivets. Finally, this body
tube is vented with four5⁄16" holes to supply
ambient air pressure to the barometric pre
sure sensor.

This complete assembly was installed on a
Aerotech Initiator as a payload bay. It practi
cally doubled the length of the Initiator, and
the complete rocket weighed 49 oz. withou
motor. The original shock cord was replace
with 15 feet of ¾" tubular nylon webbing, and
the 22" parachute was replaced with a 36
‘chute.

: Complete piston assembly. Piston is
nd ready. Disabling plugs are installed.

ectronics ready to be closed up.

lete piston assembly with lower cover installed.
be next to assembly shows the amount of space

e shock cord and drogue. It all fits, but just barely.
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PRE-LAUNCH PREPARATIONS
The flight computer was connected to my lap
top computer and powered up. A basic chec
of the accelerometer was performed by rea
ing acceleration with the nose pointed up (
G), down (-1 G), and horizontal (0 G). The
servo was powered up and tested by issuin
commands to rotate CCW and CW. The pis
ton was then held in the “cocked” position
and the servo commanded to the CCW pos
tion, locking the piston. The servo was pow
ered down by inserting the disabling plug an
then the electronics were similarly powered
down. The computer link was disconnecte
and a jumper plug installed on the flight com
puter which would cause it to automatically
begin the flight program when powered up.

The upper payload tube was installed over th
piston, and the drogue shock cord and ‘chu
packed in their compartment. The nose con
then capped the upper payload tube. Th
lower payload tube was installed with its nut
and plastic rivets. The main shock cord an
‘chute were packed and loaded, and the pa
load bay placed on top of the booster bod
tube. Finally the G64-7W engine was assem
bled and installed. Although this is a long
delay for a rocket of this weight, wRASP pre
dicted a safe flight. I did want the main para
chute deployed after apogee to give th
drogue system an opportunity to function, bu
I didn’t want an excessive delay in case o
drogue failure.

THE FLIGHT
Just prior to the flight I removed the disabling
plug for the electronics. When the flight com
puter confirmed that it had entered the fligh
program by beeping the ready code,
removed the disabling plug for the servo.
checked that the servo power indicator was o
and cleared the pad. Boost was straight b
slow as expected. The drogue clearl
deployed at apogee, and the main followed
few seconds later.
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EJECTION SYSTEM (continued)
POST FLIGHT
The entire rocket was recovered a couple
hundred feet downrange. The flight compute
was beeping out peak altitude, and the pisto
had clearly released. The recorded flight da
was downloaded to the laptop and usin
Larry Lynch-Freshner’s graphing program
was able to instantly obtain a graph of acce
eration, integrated airspeed, integrated al
tude, and measured (barometric) altitude.

An interesting anomaly in the graph is the
peak in measured altitude after apogee w

Photo 8:Complete recovery system installed and
ready. Chief assistant (and CMASS member)

Manya points to disabling jacks and servo power
indicator. Future CMASS member Molly smiles.
of
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detected. My guess is that this was caused
the motion of the piston which depressurize
the electronics bay when it released. This wi
be confirmed with a bench test and can b
solved by venting the back side of the pisto
and sealing any gaps between the electron
and piston bays. Also, approximately 11 se
onds into the flight, the descent rate can b
seen to flatten out. This is the point at whic
the main ‘chute opened. Either the moto
delay was slightly long, or the main ‘chute
took 2 seconds to fully inflate from the time
of ejection.

Figure 3: Flight data plotted.

NEXT STEPS
Now that the spring driven piston mechanism
works for drogue deployment, I want to
extend it to deploy the main ‘chute as well
Also, other methods of separating two sec
tions of airframe are easily imagined. Relea
ing a portion of the airframe wall, or a small
diameter piston that simply pops the nos
cone and then using drag to pull out the ‘chut
seem practical as well. These are experimen
that I’m saving up for the long New England
winter.

[Being that it is the winter now, we’ll be
expecting an update from Doug.—Ed]
19
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Robert’s Tiny Timer

by Robert Galejs

galejs@ll.mit.edu

DISCLAIMER:

This timer has not
been thoroughly
tested and thus,

should be consid-
ered experimental.

Use of this design is
entirely at the risk of

the user.
WHY I DID IT
It appears the many people have had pro
lems with ejection charge delays (“bonus
delays, need a -5.5 and not -4 or -7, etc.) Th
made me wonder how hard it would be to
make an electronic time delay unit. Since
would be electronic, it wouldn’t suffer from
the same sort of problems currently found i
today’s motor’s. However, new problems
might arise. There was also some lamentin
from the 6-C cluster altitude competitors tha
the existing motor time delays were not lon
enough to achieve the maximum altitude po
sible with those models. So I thought I’d
make it as skinny as possible to be of use fo
competitors and easily adjustable for variou
applications. The commercial timers you ca
buy today are pretty pricey and some see
rather low-tech, relying on pull-plugs and the
like to start the timer. I’d make mine cheap
and completely self-contained.

Here’s the challenge I undertook. Build an
adjustable electronic ejection charge dela
timer that will be: BT-5 sized, adjustable ove
a wide range of times (0.5 to 30s), inexpen
sive (<$10), entirely self-contained (no exter-
nal plugs, wires, etc.) and fire a flashbulb fo
the ejection charge.

The timer consists of basically four parts: th
timer, the timer adjustment, the acceleratio
sensor and the battery.

TIMER
For relatively long time delays (several sec
onds or even hours if you’d like), the chip o
choice is the 555 timer. By adjusting one
capacitor and resistor, a wide range of puls
widths are possible. The problem is that a sin
gle 555 timer outputs a pulse of a given lengt
immediately following a trigger. I wanted a
pulse after a given time delay. So, I neede
two 555 timers. The output pulse of the firs
timer would be the trigger for the second
whose output pulse would fire a flashbulb
These two timers can be found on a sing
b-
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chip, the 556 dual timer, which consists o
two independent 555s. Another benefit of th
555 is the relatively high output current o
200 mA. Figure 1 shows the timer schemati

There are several technical issues which ne
to be addressed in using the 555 for long tim
delays.

The time delay for the 555 is given by 1.1RC
where R and C are the timing resistor an
capacitor, respectively. There are maximum
practical values for these components. R ca
not be much more than a few megaohms du
to the minimum charging currents needed b
the chip, and the maximum C value is typi
cally set by the leakage current internal to th
capacitor. Long time delays call for tantalum
capacitors, with low leakage. Although prob
ably not required here, I used them to be sa
and also because of their relatively small siz

I also wanted the second timer to be triggere
by the trailing edge of the first timer’s outpu
pulse and not anytime else. This required
differentiator circuit between the output o
the first and the second timers.

The characteristics of the launch sensorwill
dictate whether you want a differentiator o
integrator between it and the first timer. If you
desire some immunity to premature trigger
an integrator can delay the trigger for a frac
tion of a second. This will add to your tota
time delay and requires a good g-switch tha
will stay closed under acceleration. If you ar
unsure of your g-switch or if it will stay
closed well after launch, a differentiato
should be used. In this case a safe/arm swit
should be added to prevent setting off th
ejection charge when jostling the rocket.

TIMER ADJUSTMENT
In order to get a variety of repeatable tim
delays, I had to gang together either a grou
of resistors of capacitors. I chose to go wit
resistors since they can be found in a wide
array of values than the capacitors and the
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Flashbulb
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6 Dual
imer

8R0 16R0 32R0

SW4 SW5 SW6

g Switch

DIP Switch

R1 1 MΩ

R2 10 kΩ

R3 Variable
(see Fig. 2)

R6 100 kΩ

C1 1µF

C2 0.01µF

C3 22µF

C4 0.01µF

C6 1µF

Figure 1. Timer Circuit Diagram
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TINY TIMER (continued)

This article is available on the CMASS web server at
http://www.CMASS.org/uploads/Robert.Galejs/timer.html
can be found with tighter tolerances as well.
made a variable resistor by soldering th
resistors across the terminals of a 6-pin DI
switch, with the switches connected in serie
This way, when the switch is off, the corre
sponding resistor gets its value added to th
timing resistor total. When the switch is on
the resistor is shorted out and the resistor do
not add to the total. See figure 2. With the va
ues shown, this timer will allow delays from
½ to 31½ in ½ second increments.

LAUNCH SENSOR
I wanted my timer to sense lift-off and set th
delays from that point. A g-switch would
have been ideal. I found several manufactu
ers who sell them, but since they are mil-spe
parts, they tend to be quite expensive ($1
$20 each in small quantities).

I made a few homemade g-switches to sa
some money. The first was made by epoxyin
a small ball of lead on top of a modified push
button switch. This switch was opened, th
spring discarded and replaced by a sma
sliver of foam. This would close at lift-off.
However, I worried about the reliability of
such a switch. I also opened a tiny 5V rela
and soldered a weight to the movable arm o
the relay. This looked to be much more reli
able than the first switch but was still a little
expensive ($3). I recently found a very low
force (<10 gram) tiny switch from an elec-
tronics surplus catalog for $0.30. I hope the
work well.

A mercury switch could be used as well, bu
is not exactly what I wanted, as it would sens
the rocket deceleration after motor burnou
and not the launch. Using the mercury switc
may also cause some timing problems wit
long-burn motors that are severely regressive,
since the rocket may actually be deceleratin
when the motor is still burning. However, the
point at which the rocket starts to decelera
can still be found using simulation, and th
appropriate time delay chosen. Delay time
R1

R5

R3

C1 C2

C3

1 2 3 4 5

1011121314

55
T

+5 to 15 V

2R0 4R0

SW1 SW2 SW3

R0
20 kΩ

Figure 2.  Variable

C6

R6

Power Switch

Int. Diff.

R4 1 MΩ 10 kΩ

C7 4.7µF  -

R5 100 kΩ 1 MΩ

C5  - 0.01µF
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for most motors
with relatively
constant thrust
would be chosen
just like the pyro-
technic delays cur-
rently used.

A pull plug or
lever switch
against the launch
rod could also be
used, but would
violate my self-
containment goal.
However, this
option is quite
inexpensive.

BATTERY
I needed a battery of 5-15V
that would fit in a BT-5. A
little perusal of the battery
display at a local store came up with the A2
battery. This is 12V and has the diameter of
AAA battery and about2⁄3 the length. A plas-
tic AAA battery holder will fit in a BT-5 if the
corners are trimmed off. This battery will jus
barely fire an AG-1 flashbulb by itself, so I
added a 1000 µF capacitor across the batte
terminals to provide high peak current to fire
the flashbulb.

TEST RESULTS
The timer with the relay g-switch works well
when held in the hand and suddenly jerke
upward, like in a rocket launch. The timer is
easily adjusted, the g-switch appears to b
reliable and the timer output will fire the
flashbulb. I have not yet flight-tested this
timer but will soon, so stay tuned. I also hav
a layout of a printed circuit board version o
this timer (still BT-5 size) which could be
made if there is sufficient interest.
21
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August 97 Launch
by Scott Henion

henion@ll.mit.edu

Steve “Crash & Spla
pad C for the Po
August 23, 1997 was a busy day at th
CMASS launch in Amesbury, Massachusett
There were 241 flights using a total of 250
engines. The smallest was Peter Luthi
scratch builtWee Alphaon a ¼A2-4. At the
other end of the thrust curve was Kevin
Devine with a1⁄3 scalePatriot on a J350 and
Kevin Heneghan with his LOCMagnum, also
sporting a J350. Both used the flights to ce
tify to HPR Level 2.

One of the newer rockets from Estes that
proving popular is theDeath Star. Janice
Galejs, Matt Lesiczka, and J.R. Carter a
flew them. I would like to see a 10x scale-up
of one of those. TheFat Boywas also popular,
being flown by Costas Frost, J. C. Aubin, Ph
Conte, and, of course, John “Hot Dog” Bus
caglia. I would also like to see a 10x scale-up
of one of those. There were up scales of oth
kits: Chris Natale’sSolar Sailer, Tim Dolan’s
Mosquitothat flew on a G125-10, and Lenny
Loranger’sbig 1⁄3 scalePatriot.

There were a lot of orig-
inals to go with all of the
kit builds. Stephen Boy
launched hisOrange-U-
Glad, which reminds me
of a bad knock-knock
joke. But I digress. He
also launched his
Eclipse II with altimeter
dual-deploy recovery,
and a nice Red Wing
ASP. Robert Galejs flew
his Lollipop. Dot
Bacon’sSphinx I, Chris
Natale’s G-Whiz, and
Steve DeStefano’sPur-
ple Haze and Vortech

were all originals. Harold M. Baker’s self
named (and styled?)HMB EXP-1 needs a
catchier name before it could go into produc
tion. Paul Blanco eventually got hisSuper-
sonic to go more than 4", and quickly, too.
While we are on originals, Bob Littlefield
(thanks for the crowd and lift-off shots, when

sh” Boy preps HP
wWow River.
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is that camera going to fly?) successfully flew
some Seth Dietch Rocketry originals, quite t
the discomfort of those who have seen Seth
action. Can you say heads-up? John Lo Ver
flew the now familiarYellow Crayola Crayon
rocket on yet another G. How about som
more colors, and a simultaneous rainbo
launch off the low power pads?[I’ve got a
toddler’s Big Purple Crayonin my basement
waiting for a 38mm motor mount—Ed]Chris
Natale’sProject Bananaand Kevin Devine’s
Yellow Jacketseem to indicate the preferred
color. Tony Vincent celebrated the return o
college students with hisUnder Graduator,
and Tim Horacek flew hisIgn’ant 1, which he
says is Texan for ignorant. We also had
question posed by Chris Natale and his orig
nal Omega Concern, “where does the name
come from?” In the small scratch built depart
ment was Jeff Schnieder’sCow Pen(a toy pen
with a Gnometail section). I’ll bet that one
really moooved.

Not every flight is perfect. Yours truly blew
the bottom off a scratch built, minimum-
diameter rocket because of a rupturing G12
Tim Dolan’s Death From Abovesuffered
death from within when the engine went up
through the rocket, leaving the rocket on th
pad. The flaming wreck of the day award
goes to John Flynn. His rocket, name
Sounding Bad, looked bad after it got about
ten feet up and caught fire, swooped to the
ground, and roasted. The crack CMASS fir
detail was all over it like a politician with an
area code exemption. Michael Conte’s D12-
catoed in hisManiac. He got even later by
launching a series of insects in hisX-Ray. Jan-
ice Galejs stuck with pretzels in hers, a tru
humanitarian. Trevor Oldak, however, kep
his word. After a previously ill-fated flight of
hisBull-pup, he wrote “this one works” on his
card, and it did.

Cameras were clicking in the air. Michae
Conte launched hisAstrocam and Robert
Galejs his 35mm Camera Rocket (nice pic
tures; everyone should check them out in th
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AUGUST LAUNCH (continued)

Rocket pops were the surprise hit of the day.

The Dolan’s with the flying
carpet tube of death.“Of

course we’ve flown it before.”

Bill Spadafora’s EstesOptima
flying on three E5-6’s.
issue and on the CMASS web page). Fo
auditory effects there were up-poweredPhoe-
nixes by Steve Destefana and Manny Dias
Gliders were soaring thanks to Steve Setze
Trans Wing Glider, and Robert “Mr. Boost
Glider” Schwartz. Robert had a lot of balsa in
the air, including the neat lookingDeltieglid-
ers, and even an R/C glider.

There were more than two two-stagers, too
love the English language): Kevin Devine’s
Estes Magnum D12-0 to C6-7; Chris
Henion’s Delta Clipper D 12-0 to D 12-7;
Jeff Carter’sMongoose, B6-0 to B6-6; and
the teeny weenieMini Cobraby Gary Albert.
He must have recovered it at least once sin
he flew it twice on A10-0T and ½A3-4T
engines.

Electronics are being deployed in eve
increasing numbers. Altimeter recovery wa
used by David Kinney in his PMLEndeavor,
and in Paul Askins’X-Force. Steve DeSte-
fano’s Vortech also contained an altimeter
How high was that? And John Lo Verso did
little resurrecting by rebuilding and flying his
QuestClipper after it had vacationed for six
months in a tree.

C. D. Tavares, asusual, was pressing the but
tons, and providing commentary, while the
usual CMASS members did the other work
Thanks for that dog, Chef Buscaglia. Ther
also seemed to be more people helping wi
set up and tear down. Thanks everyone f
coming, launching, and helping!
23

C. D. running the show:
“You’ve set the field up

wrong again!”

High powered fun off pad B.

Total flights: 241
Total motors used: 250

Motor usage:

¼A 1 C 70 G 19
½A 8 D 45 H 9
A 18 E 19 I 5
B 31 F 23 J 2

(Photos by Bob Littlefield and
his JVC digital camcorder.)
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The Rocket Gods Took Pity…
…AND LET ME RETRIEVE HALF OF MY LOC
NORAD THAT I LOST AT THE LAST LAUNCH

by Eric Johansson

esj@
harvee.billerica.ma.u

PRESIDENT HELPS WITH A ZIPPER
From: Hipoker@aol.com
To: all@cmass.org
Subject: Zippered Rocket
Date: Wed, 22 Oct 1997 22:19:50 (EDT)

At last Saturday’s launch we flew our NCR
Lance Betafor the first time and it came back
with a zippered body tube. The damage is
about two inches and jagged. We are looking
for the best way to repair it and would appre-
ciate any input from the more experienced
members. Thanks in advance,

Jeff and Gary Albert

From: CMASS President Bill Spadafora
Subject: Re: Zippered Rocket

Clean up the ragged edges where it zippered.
Glue a piece of paper on the inside of the
body tube covering the hole. Fill the gap with
epoxy and sand smooth.

— Bill

IS YOUR MEMBERSHIP EXPIRING?
Check the mailing label to find the expiration
date of your membership.
I went up to the Amesbury launch site with a
friend of mine and his two boys (ages five an
nine). The intent of this trip was to try and
find the remains of my LOCNorad and
recover the casing from the body lost at th
last launch of 1997. We started wanderin
through the woods to the west of the launc
site, past the power lines to where I saw th
rocket last. We figured we’d cover more terri
tory if we split up so my friend Erik headed
west and I headed east with his two boys. It
amazing how fast wildlife disappears with a
couple kids chattering away at levels close
100dB. We saw nothing but trees, brush,
weeds (i.e., anything that couldn’t move
while Erik saw deer and other animals.

Anyway, after wandering with my shadows
for an hour and not finding anything tha
looked like a rocket, we looped around an
headed back the meeting place. Much to m
surprise, I saw Erik coming through the
woods with the bottom half of myNorad.
Astoundingly, after something like six weeks
in the woods, the bottom half was relatively
intact and I should be able to refurbish it an
turn it back into a flying rocket. Apparently
the parachute tangled in the top of a tree som
50 to 70 feet in the air. Even if I had stood
under the tree, I never would have seen
because the rocket never cleared the leaf ca
opy. Fortunately, I somehow botched the glu
job on the upper body tube and it separate
from the plastic transition piece, dropping th
bottom half to the ground. There is significan
likelihood that in a few weeks, a couple o
beavers may drop the tree allowing me t
recover the remaining pieces.

I am totally astounded that the cardboar
didn’t decay or swell up and become a
mushy. Yes, the tube and fins are beaten u
with some water damage but for the mos
part, everything looks just fine.

As for the Kosdon casing, you would neve
know that it spent six-odd weeks out in the
weather without being cleaned. The onl
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noticeable problem was that the nozzl
washer was rusty. After I got home, I gave i
a good cleaning and everything was virtuall
indistinguishable from the replacement cas
ing I’d purchased. There was virtually no cor
rosion or pitting on the casing, bulkhead, o
nozzle. Erik was extremely impressed at ho
easy and fast the cleanup went. I’m extreme
happy with the Kosdon System and will kee
purchasing their product as long as possibl
The only thing that may wean me away i
hybrid engines if the current (BATF) regula-
tory environment holds…

Anyway, with two identical casings, I guess
this means I should try a two-motor cluster.
think I’m hooked bad. Paul Robinson (Kos
don East) had better stock up on G reloads f
next spring. I guess I better get my L1 certifi
cation in the spring!
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LETTERS (continued from page 2)

Overheard at a Meeting
President Bill Spadafora was taking apart the remains of his
“NO MASS,” which had an unfortunate impact with a parking lot last
year. The base of the rocket was built with plywood fins that are pinned
into the motor mount. As he was taking the old body tube off, styro-
foam peanuts started to fall out.

Without missing a beat, Doug Steinfeld piped up, “He must have
needed nose weight, but he didn’t have anything heavy enough, so he
added something light to the tail!”

Stats from the October 1997 Launch
Total flights – 362. Total motors used – 403. Motor usage:

½A 40 B 42 D 67 F 34 H 18
A 24 C 118 E 26 G 28 I 8

The large number of ½A motors was primarily due to a group of Tiger
Cubs who built EstesGnomesand flew them on ½A3-4Ts.

Compiled by John Buscaglia.
of Nashua. Recently it was my Little Brothers
birthday. I figured I’d get him something a lit-
tle different than the usual for his birthday.
That was a model rocket. At our first success
ful launch, we both stood there in awe, looke
at each other, and smiled. We’ve been hooke
ever since. I can’t seem to find another clu
closer than you, and we really would like to
learn more about rocketry. So we would like
to join. I’ve sent a check and membershi
forms for both of us. By the way, my Little
Brothers name is Justen Eaton. Hope to he
from someone soon.

Joe Lombardi

[Welcome to CMASS, Joe and Justen. The
are no NAR clubs closer to you than we are
Your next closest club would be in Maine
That’s OK, because we’re glad to have you a
members. I hope you’ll make it to some of ou
launches this year—Ed]

BOY SCOUTS CAMP-O-REE
Greetings, my name is Stephen Gallagher
am Scoutmaster for Boy Scout Troop 164 i
Portsmouth NH. I have the job of organizing
the spring Camp-o-ree for April 17-19. I
remembered a Camp-o-ree that I attended
a youth, in which there were scouting compe
titions plus a model rocket competition. I am
trying to model this one very similar to the
one I participated in. I remembered there wa
a rocket club that participated at that one an
just assumed it was the same as your clu
only in Virginia. The point I’m getting to, is if
you or some of your club members would b
willing to help, it would be appreciated. I will
also be in touch with the nearest club to me
Maine, as there is no club in New Hampshire
Your reply is appreciated.

I also would like more info on the upcoming
launch and also the NAR. Any help would be
greatly appreciated. The Camp-o-ree is s
for April 17-19, 1998. This could be an
opportunity for you to recruit new members
or possibly even help set up a chapter in NH
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Once again thank you for your time.

Yours in Scouting,

Stephen R. Gallagher
Eagle Scout 1985

Scoutmaster Boy Scout Troop 164
sg33@aol.com

P.S My snail mail is 2859 Lafayette Rd. Portsmouth NH 03801

[Stephen, there are several CMASS members who are actively invo
in Scouting. We’ve told them about you and they should have bee
touch by the time you read this. You should certainly consider bring
your whole troop to a CMASS launch. If you look below at the Octob
1997 launch stats, you’ll see it’s a common occurrence—Ed]

HELLO TO CMASS
I am interested in your organization. I am awaiting directions to yo
meeting place for your next meeting. Also, I need directions to yo
launch field for April & May as I have some rockets I’d like to try out

Pat Brennan

[On the phone, Pat informs me that he knows of several possible lo
tions that might be usable launch field. He’ll tell us more at the ne
meeting. He and his daughter are going to make it to our first laun
of the season—whenever and wherever it ends up being!—Ed]
25
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1998 CMASS Membership Directory

ere’s the CMASS membership directory as of
March, 1998, including phone numbers and e-
mail addresses. If your information listed here is

not correct, please send us anupdate. Corrections may
also be e-mailed to secretary@cmass.org.

If just your area code is wrong, please wait until your
next membership renewal.When should you renew? The
mailing label on this issue has your expiration date.

Associate Members are CMASS Members who have not
joined the NAR. If you’re erroneously listed as an Asso-
ciate, send us your NAR number. While we generally
don’t enforce the section of our by-laws that requires
NAR membership, it is important to point out that our
$2M NAR Section Insurance only covers those CMASS
Members whoare NAR Members.

There are active on-line mailing lists for important
announcements and for discussions. If we don’t have
your email address, then you aren’t on them!

H

WHERE’S THE MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY?
This special copy ofThe Sentinelis missing the club member-
ship directory as this is intended for distribution in area hobby
shops. This large blank space normally has a listing of all the
CMASS members and their addresses (113 total, at the time of
this printing). Instead, we just provide a listing of the club
officers and addresses, so that you can contact them if you
have any questions about the club.

PRESIDENT
Bill Spadafora
Member 2097 SR
5 Granby Street
Saugus MA 01906
(H) 781-233-0339
(W) 781-233-2620
billspad@worldnet.att.net
HPR Certification: H/I

SECRETARY
John LoVerso
Member 61928 SR
71 Pine Hill Road
Southborough MA 01772
(H) 508-872-3024
(W) 617-621-7355
john@loverso.southborough.ma.us
HPR Certification: H/I

TREASURER/
SENIOR ADVISOR
C. D. Tavares
Member 9772 SR
339 Crawford Street
Northborough MA 01532
(H) 508-393-6599
(W) 508-460-2459
Tavares@alum.mit.edu
HPR Certification: H/I
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1998 MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY (continued)
Confused? If you’d like to k
regular launche

Amused? If you enjoyed r
lished (whenev

Or just owe dues? If your mailing
doo…”) today, w

Wow! I’m psyched! I
Name:

Street:

City: State:

Internet Address, if any:

I am a NAR member. (Number: ) H

I am not a NAR member and wish Associate statu

CMASS dues cover twelve months and are du

14 or younger: $4 15

Make checks payable toCMASS. Send to CMAS
29

now more about sport rocketry, and want to participate in our
s, join CMASS!
eading this newsletter and would like to receive it as it’s pub-
erthat is), join CMASS!

label says your dues are due, do your duty (“doobie-doobie-
ith the handy form below!

 want to join CMASS!
Date of Birth:

Age:

Zip Code: Phone:( ) .

Work:( ) .

PR Certification Level: none, H/I, J/K/L

s.

e January 1 or July 1. Check according to your age:

-17: $6 18 or older: $8

S, 71 Pine Hill Road, Southborough, MA 01772.



COUNTDOWN CALENDAR
An up to date version of this calendar is maintained on the Internet at http://www.cmass.org:8000/

T H E  S E N T I N E L
CENTRAL MASSACHUSETTS SPACEMODELING SOCIETY
71 PINE HILL ROAD
SOUTHBOROUGH, MASSACHUSETTS  01772

First Class

Scheduled
Launches

Launches at Woodsom Farm Park in Amesbury MA have a 9:00 A.M. setup and a 10:00 A.M. start.
Saturday launches may be postponed to Sunday in case of inclement weather. If the weather looks
questionable on the day of the launch, call 781-231-1018 before heading out to the field.
PLEASE DRIVE SLOWLY ON THE DIRT ROAD!

First and Third
Tuesday of Each
Month

CMASS Meetings and Building Sessions, 7:00–10:00 P.M. Take Interstate 290 to the Church
Street exit. Go south on Church Street towards Northboro. Take the first right, at the Rotary Club
sign. Just after the first curve, look on the left for a large, wooden mailbox with red reflectors
marked “339/Tavares.” Take the next driveway on your right. For details, call (508) 339-6599.

April 11
& May 2

CANCELED! Sport
launch, WoodsomFarm
Park, Amesbury MA.

See story on page 3.

May 23
& June 23

No launch unless we can
find an alternate field.

June 6 Frontier Rocketry
invites us to Mansfield
Aerospace Day II at the
Mansfield Airport 9 AM
to 2 PM. Rockets are
limited to 1000' AGL.
For more information,
contact Mike Bellino,
bellino@bu.edu.

July 11 Sport launch, Woodsom
Farm Park, Amesbury
MA

August 1 Sport launch, WoodsomFarm Park, Amesbury MA

August 22 A2Z Rocket Day, Smith Academy, Hatfield MA. 11:00 AM setup. Directions available upon
request.

September 12 Sport launch, WoodsomFarm Park, Amesbury MA

October 3 Sport launch, WoodsomFarm Park, Amesbury MA

October 24 Sport launch, WoodsomFarm Park, Amesbury MA
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